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The myth of the Battle of Britain. A useful way to help students look at 
historical interpretations. 
 

Next year, Britons everywhere will be asked, 70 years on, to recall how a handful of heroes 
saved these islands from invasion.  Indeed the TV series have already started.  You can 
even get your free DVD courtesy of the Daily Mail.  But is this traditional version of events 
true – or simply the perpetuation of a glorious myth? 
  
It is not mere revisionist history that puts this question, and indeed offers the suggestion that 
it would be at least equally fitting if, on this Battle of Britain Day, the Royal Navy were to 
send its ships in procession along our coasts – for it was the navy, not the RAF, that 
prevented a German invasion in 1940.  When asked who might have come up with this 
statement, students might automatically plump for the Royal Navy.  But actually this is the 
contention of three senior military historians at the Joint Services Command Staff 
College.  Together they run the High Command course that teaches the past to the air 
marshals, generals and admirals of the future.  What today’s senior officers learn of Britain’s 
military history they learn from this trio – and some of what they may be told goes against 
many popular beliefs.  
  
In the words of Dr Andrew Gordon, head of maritime history:  
  

I cheered like crazy at the film of the Battle of Britain, like everyone else. But it really 
is time to put away this enduring myth. To claim that Germany failed to invade in 
1940 because of what was done by the phenomenally brave and skilled young men 
of Fighter Command is hogwash. The Germans stayed away because while the 
Royal Navy existed they had not a hope in hell of capturing these islands. The navy 
had ships in sufficient numbers to have overwhelmed any invasion fleet – destroyers’ 
speed alone would have swamped the barges by their wash, hardly a need for guns. 

  
It could perhaps be argued that Andrew Gordon looks back to the past from a sailor’s 
perspective. Yet Dr Christina Goulter, the air warfare historian, supports his argument.  
  

While it would be wrong to deny the contribution of Fighter Command, I agree largely 
with Andrew’s perspective that it was the navy that held the Germans from invading. 
As the German general Jodl put it, so long as the British navy existed, an invasion 
would be to send ‘my troops into a mincing machine’.  

  
They had first to get past the RN. They simply hadn’t the warships to do so. Then 
they’d need to think of the threat from our own air power.  When Churchill talked of 
‘the Few’ he meant all the RAF.  It was not just Fighter Command, but other 
elements, the bombers and especially Coastal Command.  They monitored the 
German build-up in France, they tracked German capital ships, and they sunk 366 
Germans merchant ships. Their bravery and persistence was costly – they had a 
chop rate [deaths in action] of nearly 50 per cent. So I take a holistic approach – it 
was all of the RAF, not just the fighter pilots, involved in that huge effort. 

  
This is powerful testimony by expert witnesses. Yet it is doubtful if it will change the popular 
perception of 1940.  Few conflicts have been better documented – even the engine number 
of every airplane that flew is recorded. Generations of historians have examined the records 
and re-clothed the events in better documented facts. Yet many still prefer to believe that in 



the course of that summer a few hundred outnumbered young men so outfought a superior 
enemy as solely to prevent a certain invasion of Britain. Almost none of which is true.  
  
 
Historian Richard Overy confirms this:  
  

The battle was a defining moment of the country’s wartime experience – like 
Stalingrad for Russians. It has taken on a life of its own. In 1940, the total acceptance 
of the story’s simple broad-brush strokes was very necessary.  Facts juggled to 
present the picture in the most simplistic terms, a caricature.  And this has proved 
very difficult to dent.  There has been critical writing about some of the “facts” for 
more than sixty years, but the public have no interest vested in beginning to 
disbelieve.  Perhaps, in the 50s and 60s, with the loss of empire, and clear evidence 
that Britain was no longer a world power, they had a vested interest in keeping the 
myth alive. 

  
Who now remembers, asks Professor Overy, that Churchill’s famous speech about ‘the 
Few’, on August 20th, ‘had about six lines devoted to Fighter Command, and twenty-
two lines to Bomber Command?’  
  
Surely, it comes to this: that the epic Fighter Command air battle that we acknowledged 
again this month was simply a marvellously heroic thing of itself, and has no need to be 
tricked out in the colours of a false strategic importance?  Andrew Gordon answers this way: 
‘The RAF’s was a substitute victory – a substitute for the certain victory over Sealion, had 
the Germans been mad enough to attempt invasion.’ 
  

 
 


